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WEATHER REPORT:
Spring is here! (L.J. Sacriste no
longer wears scari .. .. )
Be sure to read "A. R. Sennick's"

I THE

defense of faculty, page two.
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VOLUME XXII

8, 1942

NOTICE, READERS!
Despite the war, increased production costs, etc., the board of
control of t h e Carroll News ann ounces that there will be absolutely no rise in price per copy
or subscription.
NO. 15

All-Star Program A rranged
For 52nd Glee Clu~ Concert

Students Pray For
Stricken Father Horne

United
Dedicated to the fanner Carroll men in the armed forces of the
States, the 52nd annual concert of the John Carroll Glee club will be presented
at Severance hall, Sunday evening, May 17th. Under the direction of Dr. Louis
L. Balogh, the concert will feature three soloists. John Kralik will render a
violin solo and Joseph Prescott will be featured on the flute.
Miss Janet Haley, popular Cleveland soprano, will be the vocalist. Miss Haley
appeared this summer in the leading
role of "Knickerbocker's Holiday" at
Cain Park Theater. She will sing an
aria from "Cannen" by Bizet, "Je Dis
Que Vien Ne N'epourante" and "If My
Songs Had Wings for Flying" by Reynoldo Hahn. Miss Haley is an attractive
young graduate of Notre Dame Academy and has appeared often in feature roles in Cleveland musicals.
The curtain will rise at 8:15 with
the singing of the Star Spangled Banner. Starting with the Carroll Motto
by Dr. Balogh, the club will proceed
with the varied program.
Rendering selections at the concert
will be the Chamber Music Ensemble,
composed of students of John Carroll
and Notre Dame. The ensemble has acquired a fine reputation for excellent
musical ability by its past perfonnances.
A popular feature of last year's program which will be repeated this year
Dr. Louis A. Balogh, Director
(Continued on page 3)

Horne, S. J., president of John Carroll
suffered a stroke Wednesday afternoon,
With tickets selling rapidly after a sneak preview of the orchestra Sunday
while attending a Civilian Defense
afternoon, the Bernet Hall Council's annual spring dance will be one of the
meeting. Father Home is recovering at
great successes in this year's social heason.
Charity Hospital. The Carroll News, on
Harry Sand's Flamingo club orchestra of fourteen pieces played for two
behalf of the students of John Carroll
hours in the Carroll gym May 3 and won the complete approval of the large
take this opportunity to extend to
Father Horne best wishes for a speedy crowd of listeners.
The festivities will start at nine torecovery.
night, according to Mitchell Shaker,
general chairman.
William Lennon and Robert Ennen,
co-chairmen on decorations, have succeeded in keeping their plans secret.
However, their work will begin only a
few hours after this pa per is distriIn a release carrying a May 4
buted, when they and their fifteendateline, the Cleveland Newspaman crew attack the gym.
per Guild cited the Carroll News
Oth er service committees are headed
as the "most outstanding college
newspaper'' in Greater Cleveland.
What: Annual Spring Dance.
The Exponent of Baldwin-Wallace
Where: JCU gym.
and t he Case Tech received honorWhen:
Tonight at 9.
able mention.
Price: $1. per couple.
Despite the fact that the deOrchestra: Harry Sands.
cisions for the daily papers and
their staffs were made on work
by Ray Casey, floor; Jack MacFadden,
done in 1941, the judging oii. the
tickets; Edward Sheridan, chaperones;
college newspapers was done on
Ted Saker and John Dooling, publicity.
(Above) Miss Felicia Cetkowissues appearing this semester.
Many surprises are planned for the
ski who was recently elected presAwards will be made at the anevening which will feature the appearident of the student body at
nual banquet at Hotel Hollende:t
ance of " Colleen and the Four Kids, "
Notre Dame college, will be the
on May 18, when Phillip Murray
whose vocal renditions have been
hostess at the annual Spring
will address the Guild.
smash hits.
Dance sponsored by the 8erDet
Hall council. Mitchell Shaker :S
chairman of the affair.
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Preview Augurs Success·
for Spring Dance Tonight:

IG uild Honors
'Carroll News

"Falcon" Reviews Elections,
Tells Behind-Scenes Evenl:s Elect Corrigan President
of New Execu t.IVe Goun cI.,
Who is the Falcon? Well. then. is there anyone who DOESN'T know
and wants to find out? SOLUTION: Just look up the names of any staff
member you suspect in an unabridged dictionary, and lo, it will come
unto you. But yes.

Dr. Reilley Asks
Student Aid in Work

·
While the news that Dr. Edward C.
John V. Corrigan, '43, was elected president of the Carroll Uruon Wednesday
But what about his pre-election predictions? Here is the resume, afternoon by a vote of 13 to seven over Ted Saker. Corrigan represents the Reilley of the history department has
been appointed to membership on the
reviewing both the foretelling, and the results. Here goes, watch Oratorical society and Saker, the Carroll News, in the executive council.
out below l
The full membership of twenty were present and voting. Mitchell Shaker Ohio War Historical Commission by
*
•
•
also a junior, edged Bruce Thompson for the vice-presidency 11 to nine: Governor John W. Bricker is over a
month old, Dr. Reilley's duties, it is
SODALITY: Jerry Sullivan was elect- BAND .. .
Shaker is LTS president.
'
now revealed, can be made simpler by
ed unarumously prefect week ago
Bob Wolf took the presidency of this
As is traditional, the posts of secthe
aid of the students.
Thursday. Jerry has backing of all, and organization on a platform dedicated retary and treasurer were unaniIn previous wars, no importance was
with some help, the Sodality will go to getting new uniforms.
mously given to the presidents of the
attached to many documents which a
places next year.
*
*
*
sophomore and freshmen classes. Howhistorian desperately needed after the
SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY . . .
conflict. It is the task of the commisORATORICAL SOCIETY: We were
Soph Vance Fitzgerald was unoppos- ever, at the request of Al Francesconi,
Although one of the youngest, sion to collect letters,
newspapers,
away off here. J. V. Corrigan pulled ed here. We predicted the apathy of junior prexy-elect, the switch was made
one
of
the
best
of
Carroll
traditions
is
pamphlets
and
other
sources
of inforwhereby James Mayer of the yearlings
a dark horse act and has since been any junior toward the office.
mation that will aid the historian of
the
Carillon,
the
yearbook
which
made
was
named
secretary
and
Francesconi
elected Uruon prexy. Joe Wolff pulled
treasurer.
its appearance on schedul~ last Wed- World War IT.
a last-minute disappearing act; Tom CLASS ELECTIONS ...
More specifically, Dr. Reilly will be
nesday.
Dunnigan reversed his decision of some
FROSH: Jim Mayer's slate skidded in
Bob Donnelly, past president, was
devoted to the collection of those pamonths to stay out, but suffered a easily putting Jack Moran, Vic Walsh given an extended ovation from the old
Mitchell Shaker, the editor-in-chief,
pers which are concerned with the
and Bob Gruhler in oirices.
close defeat by Jack.
and new unions, plus those of the stu- announced that the dedication was no
Catholic participation in the war. Acdent
body
attending
the
meeting
.
problem since it was obviously deserv*
*
*
cording to some history authorities.
SOPHOMORES: Ed McCormick starFRENCH CLUB: We predicted a surFather William J. Murphy, S. J., ed by the two deans of the faculty, many charges could easily be refuted
ted
all
the
trouble
by
snagging
the
old
prise and it came. Another last-minute
moderator, asked for "unity and co- Father George Pickel, S. J., and Father on such cases as the Mexican war but
organization slid Bill Dwyer of Chicago Neely-Golrick machine and the Fran- operation" from both winning and los- Joseph A. Kiefer, S. J. The two Jesuits
for the lack of incidental evidence.
in as prexy of Le Vingt Cinq over Pat cesconi slate into a three way tie. Dr. ing candidates, and added that he be- togeth er have been in the order nearly
Letters of explanation have been
Grauel's English class was invaded and lieved the cooperation would come. He one hundred years.
Columbro.
sent out by the History department to
nearly all sophomores were given a also asked the organization represenBeautiful art work is seen in the
*
*
chance to vote. McCormick lost to 0'- tatives to make preparations for the double page spreads in two colors of all Catholic institutions in Ohio to aid
SPANISH CLUB: The election turnDr. Reilley in his research. Complete
Connor and Francesconi in the pri- annual open house which was held campus scenes.
ed out in favor of q_Hf Duffner over
files of all
newspapers are already
maries and the latter proceeded to yesterday.
Frank Savage. Cliff says he won't stay
Unusually large sections are de- being filled.
take the election with Higgins, Conroy
Corrigan spoke briefly, and while voted to the evening and Saturday sesthough. So when Savage gets the job,
All of t he materials collected will be
and Dwyer.
stating that it "was early to form any sions because of the increase in en- eventually stored in the House o!
the club will go places.
policy," he proceeded to announce that rollment in those divisions.
Archives at Columbus, Ohio.
*
*
*
JUNIORS: "Chief" Matowitz gave the completion of the lounge room and
A complete coverage is made on all
CLASSICAL CLUB: Perfect score the incumbents a scare when he nearly
here. Bob Ennen recaptured the pres- beat Bob Cleary for the presidency; the elimination of any intra-studen• extra-curricular activities. There are
body friction were the two great prob· no blank pages in the book, and all
idency over Tom Burlage.
Bernie Brysh had little trouble but
!ems at hand.
space is used up by words or pictures.
*
*
Neal Carroll was tied by Ray Hodous
LI'M'LE THEATER SOCIETY
in the elections, 45-45. Although exactThe sports section was expanded and
NOTA BENE:
We predicted "anything can happe~ ly 90 men voted in the recast held
a unique feature, the album, was addDr. Vincent G. Dethier of the Biology
The last issue of the Carroll
here" and it almost did as Mitch Shak- Monday, when Hodous won 46 _ 44
ed. Scenes from every social event of
Department of John Carroll University,
er was reelected over Emmet Quinn by there were about ten men who voted
t he seasons were offered.
News will appear two weeks from
has received a first lieutenant's coma vote of 21 to 19.
then who did not vote in the first
today despite the shortening of
In the pages wherein the editor gives
*
•
"'
election. ( Obviously, there was the
thanks to those that were instrumen- mission in the Medical Corps of the
the school year. The paper will
GLEE CLUB . . •
same number of men who failed to
tal in the production, Shaker expres- United States Army. Dr. Dethier will
be issued on both Thursday and
Bruce Thompson defeated Joe Klaus- vote the s econd time.) Dick Weisbarth
ses his appreciation to Father Peter L. do work in the Malaria Control DiviFriday of the week of the 18th
ner here. Political activity was late in /lost t<~ Russ Faist in the race for the
Decker, S. J., moderator of the book, j sian and left yesterday to go to "anywhich is exam week.
formation.
treasurer's post.
for the great help he gave.
where from Alaska to Australia ."

1942 Carillon

•
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Appears May 6

•

*

•

•

*
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•

•

•

•

*

*

Dr. Dethie r Gets
Army Commission

Page Two
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CARROLL

A DORM MATRON'S PRJ~YER

The Carroll News has enjoyed being the subject of many discussions during the present semester. The designation of which
we are most proud, naturally, is the citation given us by the
Cleveland Newspaper Guild.
We are grateful to l\1r. Herbert H. Petit, English Instructor,
who again conducted his annual class criticism of the paper. Mr.
Petit's father, Harry Petit of Lexington, Kentucky, has termed
~,i,e Carro11 News "a very good paper," however. The latter by the
way, has been wo.·king in Journalism for 35 years.
\Vc thoroughly appreciated the "investigation" which one of
Father .Malloy's speech cla ses made of our editorial policy. Upon
invitation, we appeared at the cia s, read a statement, and
testified in behalf of our policy. The latter meeting was very
constructive.
We have tried, in the above examples, to show appreciation for
any and all critici m given us so that our motto, "The Carroll
News: Edited by and for the students of John CatToll University"
~·ill alway mean what it says.

But, Lord, they are a dandy bunch
I know by now you have a hunch
I'm fond of each an every one-Regret the day their schooling's -done.

And keep me, Lord, immune from shocks
(Please make this lad pick up his socks.)
At the basket, help their aim
For when they miss it is a shame.

And if our own Rec~ White and Blue
Should call the·m from old Carroll U,
Please keep them i111 your loving care.
Lord, this is
daily prayer.

that the paper is stopped; does that stop the tendency in those
subscribers to continue their anti-racial thinking? Does that solve
the pToblem of Jew-baiting in this country? Unfortunately, that
is not the case.

• • •

~()T~J

After this conflict is concluded and we have won the peace, there
will be, in effect, no special, sweeping powers by which such publications as Social Justice might be suppressed. Once more, apparently, our national unity. so desperately needed then, will be
an open, fertile field for the seeds of internal conflict.
What then is to be done? Individually, we can ask God for the
grace and strength to love our fellow man, regardless of his race.
We can further aid by spreading the one religion, Catholicism,
which recognizes no racial line .
What about Social Justice? Naturally, it is best that it be
suppressed. The wounds of our nation's unity cannot heal while
they are constantly exposed to new attacks.

ttA. R. Sennick" Defends Faculty

As we were saying, we hit the "old
records exchange" order on the head,
both as to terms and time. Those of
you who have records, you would like
to see put to use during the war could
bring them to Father Le May who can
use them nicely. If you have too many
to carry, let us know and we can arrange transportation. By the way, it's
time to deflate the illusions of those
of you who believe you have a treasure
in old records of Caruso, etc. They are
worth much more as scrap than as
records! Proof of this is in your Victor
catalog which offers these old records
in re-rccordings. So dig them all out
with your scrap iron and waste paper.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Shipment on the May release could
hardly be expected to be on time, but
you may look forward, on the classical
slate, for probably the definitive offering of the immortal Tschaikowsky 4th
men point with their thumbs because
symphony in F minor. Leopold Stokowof their mode of transportation at his ski and the NBC Symphony are the artformer prof and say, "Dr. Dripnoodle ists.
once flunked me." Do you not think
that this will cut him (the prof, I
One more note: on record problem:
mean,) to the quick?
The old Edison, and the new laminated
3. Whyizit that students very often Columbia records are not worthless.
come to class and listen to a well pre- They are as valuable as the others to
pared (or preserved ) lecture with a- the Columbia distributors. And they
bout as much expression and interest nre worth certainly more than two
as an oyster stew? I omit the intellec- cents each. We do not propose any
tual type who does his Romantic Poets' scalping or hoarding, but we will not
homework in English History and vice tolerate those merchants who offer
versa. (Eight hours last night on an "two cents" for each record when it is
assembly line, you say? Well, that's worth that if it is broken, much more
different,)
if it is whole.
4. Whyizit that students think profs
'"
assign compositions and papers out of
Our candidate for expulsion from
spite? One prof, so accused, ended up the airwaves: Kay Kyser. Here is a
by seeing pink students parading thru tragic fool. We admit that we haven't
the room after he had read thirteen listened to him .in many months, but
papers, the scribes of which had copied we know that he has gone from ugh
the introduction to Hudson's Shakes- to pu. The networks won't act since
peare right out of the book.
his hour is a .good commercial, but

Against Sacriste 's Sabotage
in the Carroll News, was a notable contribution to the development of better
relations between faculty and students.
It can be classified with that other Carroll tradition-the Benevolent Order of
hell~the practice of sayin "Hello!" to
everyone who passes in the halls.
One morning when the atmospne1e
was so charged with cheery hello's as
to be impenetrable. an uninitiated innocent who could not yet sift Freshmen from Fuller brush men. made the
iatal mistake of saying "Hello!" to one
of the latter tribe. He ended up on the
north end of one of the man's wares
and row pilots it up and down a bowling PilE-}.

But enough of this persiflage. To get
at the heart of things, a prof's lot is
not an easy one. They don't all spend
their leisure time behind a tea pot doling out cakes with pink icing {a Ia Mr.
• • •
Chips ) , nor do they look like Robert
"
•
"
•
,
J
d
't h' · Donat or marry Greer Garson! Here are
D1ck Golr1ck s work on the Carroll News conclu es w1 h t lS but a £ w f th th·
h' h
k
i ue. He ·will. take h_is o~th as a member of the Coast G_uard to- them gr:y a~out ~he t:!s 1: ~~f :a:n~
morrow mornmg. It IS with extreme regret that w_e see h1m leave ing), all gathered toe-et~er under the
u , but we ar~ glad_ for the Coast Guard that he IS amon~ them. provocative title of "WH 'zit?" In lieu
Whate\'er "D1ck" will attack, however, we know that he will meet of box-tops the
YI
b . tt d
with succe s.
·
,
answers may e 1o e
down on the back of an old syllabus.
1. Whyzit that no matter when a va·
cation begins. some people have to go
home a day before?

CG Gets a Good Man

1

Father Coughlin's Social Justice

Under the Articles of War, it is a relatively simple matter, for
2. Whyizit that students think the
Francis Biddle to order the cessation of the faculty has adopted the battle cry of
publication of Social Justice. To all who object to the magazine, the French at Verun, i.e., "lis ne passethis seems to be the answer to the olution of the problem of anti- rent pas?" (English translation: They
semitism here in our country. How obviously wrong that is! Let's shall not pass.\ Picture, if you will, the
look at the record.
day when a successful multimillionaire
No one has disputed the claim of the editor of Social Justice will marshall all his scorn and level
magazine that the circulation was over 300,000 per week! Now his well-manicured thumb (all Carroll

Attorney-Gem~ral

MUJI C

So Father Coughlin, nor Social Justice, nor any other anti-racial
publication is the primary cause, nor is any of these the first
stumbling block in the way to a world of better fellowship. The
Well, we warned you nearly six
reasons for this are primarily in the b-igoted and unforgiving weeks ago. Your broken and worn rehearts of narrow-minded men, and second, in the fact that in the cords are a war responsibility as much
Jews, AS IN EVERY OTHER RACE OR NATION OF MEN, f> your tires. We don't like to sound
there are those imperfections which are universal to mankind .
pessimistic on our next prophecy, but
Can Attorney-General Biddle solve this problem. now placed in this is war! The record companies are
this new light? No, it is more difficult than that, unfortunately. not only short on shellac, copper and
ther materials, but they also need
The problem becomes apparently simple if we but realize that, ew equipment from time to time. Bebecause of the above-named causes, 300,000 persons were buying ides, the companies have nice, new
copies of Social Justice. AND IF THE MATERIAL PRINTED IN plants, built for heavy duty, which
THIS MAGAZINE DID NOT APPEAL TO THEM, THEN could very easily be changed over into
THE PUBLICATION WOULD HAVE DISAPPEARED LONG direct war production. Especially the
BEFORE IT WAS CALLED TO THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S new Columbia addition at Bridgeport,
ATTENTION!
Conn.

"Sacriste's Sabotage," which appeared

Concerning the election to the supreme position in Carroll student government: pre idency of the student executive council, we
don't think a better choice could have been made. That was certainlv obvious after the short "inaugural speech" which "Jack"
gave· immediately following his election . He went directly to the
problems at hand. without he itation and with all frankness. The
two questions which are most important are the "cementing of the
good relation existing between Bernet Hall residents and local
students ... and the completion of the lounge room," as he put it.
Jack i succeeding a man who has done much for the council
and for our alma mater-Bob Donnelly. But he can-and will-go
much further. We know this to be true, for we who opposed him
previously now dedicate ourselves in outdoing his own constituents
in cooperating with him and aiding him at all points in his program.
The position any president of the Carroll Union occupies is as
big as the incumbent choo es to make it. Go to it, "Jack," we're
back of you!

• • •

By Abey (one of 'em)
Bless my work, 0 Lord, this day
(Help them put their clothes away ).
I'll not expect a life of ease
( Must pick up these B. V. D.'s. )

There is one more tragic. realistic fact which we must offer
on this issue so pregnant with danger.

Thanks to All Critics . ..

Congrats, "Jack" Corrigan

Friday May 8, 1942
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5. Whyizit {and this is the end) that
students believe every rumor from the
time it is old enough to toddle? This
Cliveden set of the University runs
around frantically gasping some of the
following bon mots: "I have been told
that JCU is going to close down completely and turn it's buildings and cuisine (because of its scorched arth policy, no doubt! ) over to the government as an internment camp for de.tained enemy diplomats." Or lend an.
ear to this choice bit: "I hear that in.
place of final exams this year, profes•·
sors and students will exchange know-·
ing glances."
Now, do you see what I mean?

A. R. Sennick

once his backers realize that the audience suffers from his effluvium.
We absolutely refuse to ask again
the local outlets to NBC blue to broadcast whole or part of the regular NBC
orch. programs every Tuesday night at
9:30. Instead, we advise readers to try
to pick it up on other stations. (Boston WXBZ, 1025KC)

*

*

*

ALWAYS IN MY HEART is no. 1
this week with Deccord 4277 Jimmy
Dorsey, Boberly stamping the stuffypsi..
watch for Decca to raise, effective immediately, all topnotch artists to the
blacklabel, 50c incl. Andrews Srs., Bing
Crosby, etc .... We can't see why they
(Continued on page 3)

Page Three
NE
~~W~S::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - : · - - - - - - - - - - - _
has finally broken down and admitted
so often since the summer we bad the
he
is going steady with Dennyse Healy; I
bad sunburn ....
A really hard-luck guy is Jerry Sul- news that was old a year ago ....
Wonder if Russ Faist invited Dottie
livan who had two blowouts on the
Finals of the annual frosh oratorical
same day. That was going to cut his Benes to hear him speak on "This is
dates with Rita Vincent to a minimum a Woman's War?" It probably was his cont~t are scheduled to be held next
Tuesday during the regular convocauntil a friend got him some other tires. only chance to have the last word.
Some pals of Tom Mazenec's did him tion period. Father Richard T. Malloy,
He should have contacted Tom Dunnigan who has just decided to rent him- a great favor last week. They brought S. J., moderator of the club announced
self out as a spare tire. He served the girl friend Helen Rambousek over from that those competing would be John
purpose very well for Jim Loughlin and Notre Dame to watch him pitch for the Kralik, Joseph Prescott, Joseph SchuKay Cullen Anyone who doesn't un- Zazula-Zazas. Probably the first time ster, Joseph Sedlack, Joseph Shaker,
Thomas Durkin and Glenn Williams.
derstand this crack, please don't try .... she ever saw him pitch a day game....
The individual speeches are limited
A great reformation has come over
SPORT NEWS: Emmy Quinn and
Sam Calandra, the two gazelle-like Arnold Schmitt; he has turned over a to eight minutes and will be judged
creatures, have been daintily capering new leaf and is now teaching catech- by three faculty members. The winner
about the tennis courts lately-hence, ism to the little boys and girls out at will be presented with a medal by FaMaple Leaf grammar school.. .. that's not ther Edmund C. Horne, S. J., at the
the suntans....
baccalaureate services.
NOTES OFF THE CUFF: Bill Cahill only a new leaf, its a different book.

THE
Friday May 8, 194::2:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--:---:---:--:-:-::-:-:-:-::-:-::::-:::::;-;;:::;:::-;:-;-;----
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Frosh Chairman

Screwball Haul
by Dick W eisbarth

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 [
The most prominent victim of spring
fever so far is the honrable John Gordon Fahey of the "couch" fame. He's
fallen heavily for Miss Kay Foley,
whom you'll see together at tonight's
Spring Dance.
And Bob Sly hasn't been wasting any
time, either.
Yes, spring is here and for the past
week, all the campus politicians have
been sitting out on the end of their
private limbs wardheeling their heads
off. We haven't had our backs slapped

CARR 0 L L

Yearling Oration
Finals Next Tuesday

Music Notes . . .
Thomas Olmstead

Frosh Sign Acacia,
Anthony for Dance
The annual Freshman Dance will be
held this year at the Acacia Country
Club on Friday, May 22 with Ray Anthony and his orchestra providing the
music. The bid-price is set at $2.50.

(Continued from page 2)
keep wasting material recording records
by Tony Martin, Dick Robertson, Horace Heidt, and a dozen others unworthy of mention here ....
Jack Schoen demands a plug for
Harry James and two of the Coke silver platter winners: SLEEPY LAGOON
and I DON'T WANT TO WALK WITHOUT YOU.... and the oldie by Ray
Noble BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILV'RY MOON, is terif.. ..
AND THE KING Sisters, whom we
viewed at the Statler last Monday at
the juke-box operators' convention,
sang their try of JERSEY BOUNCE,
now on Bluebird, comin' your way...
NOMINATION: The foulest comedian
in the business, bar none, is Jerry Lester. Acting a drunk is one of the cheapest ways to humor, but Lester goes one
worse with his dirty routine .. ..

Thomas Olmstead is the chairman ol
the committee which includes class officers James Mayer, John Moran. Glean
Williams, Edward Hurley, and c:1arles
Miller, James Cunningham, Vic Walsh,
Robert Gruhler, Neil Egan, Joseph Sedlak, William Fayen, John Webb !lnd
Edward Cunneen.
Anthony's orchestra has recently
been organized, and consists of eieven
p1eccs and a vocalist. Anthony, ,.. ,,?
was formerly with Glenn Miller. h~<
just completed a season with Jimmy
Dorsey. The orchestra's style should
Participating in last week's huge war
prvve popular with Carroll students.
bond parade were the John Carroll
band and a float sponsored by the CarThe dance will be the clima:x of the
roll Union. The gigantic four-hour desocial yeur at CarrolL It will be held
monstration was led by Governor Brickthe night of the last final examination
er and Mayor Frank Lausche. Its purand should attract most of the student
pose was to inaugurate a campaign for
body. The affair is dedicated to the
the increased purchase of war bonds
senior class and to the Carroll men
and stamps.
who arc to leave for the armed services
In their blue and gold uniforms, the
of the country.
forty-piece band joined the ceremony
The committee succeeded in obtain- at 21st street. It took position directly
ing the country club which is located behind the JCU float. Then, led by
on Cedar Road a short distance east of Director Jack Hearns, it proceeded
Richmond Road. The club has a spa- down Euclid avenue to the square.
cious dance floor and is an ideal dance Credit for the float goes to Kenneth
Fitzgerald.
spot.

•

DON'T QUIT C ILLE E
if you are 17THRu19 and want to
become a Naval fficer!

JCU Band, Float:
St:ar in Parade

CASUAL COATS
FROM CALIFORNIA
Tailored ill the Hollywood manner, these smart coats came
straight from the California coast. They represent a wide
variety of patterns, fabrics and rolors. There'll

bE;

no re-

striction of good appearance this summer for men who wear
one of these exceptional sport coats. Come in and see these
new arrivals ... soon. Prices range from 16.00 to 27.50.

HIGBEE STORE FOR MEN

You can serve your country best by
acting on this new Navy Plan now!
ou
to fight for your
country! Are you willing to
Y
work for it? To toughen yourself
WANT

physically? To train yourself
mentally for a real job in the
United States Navy? If Y.OU are,
theNavywantsyou to enlist now.
You don't have to quit college.
You can stay in college, continue
your studies to prepare for active
duty in the air or on the sea.
And your college will help you
do it! In cooperation with the
Navy, it. offers all freshmen and
sophomores who are seventeen
and not yet twenty, special training that may win for you the coveted Wings of Gold of a Naval
Aviation Officer or a commission
as a Deck or Engineering Officer.
How to Become an Officer
To get this special Navy training,
you enlist now as an Apprentice
Seaman. Then you may continue
in college, but you will include
pecial courses stressing physical
development, mathematics and
physics. After you successfully
complete lfrl! calendar years in
college, you will be given a classification test.
Aviation Officers
If you qualify by this test, you

may volunteer to become aN a val
Aviation Officer. In this case, you
will be permitted to finish the second calendar year of college work
before you start your training to
become a Flying Officer.
However, at any time during
this two-year period, you may
have the option to take immediately the prescribed examination
for Aviation Officer ... and, if successful, be assigned for Aviation
training. Students who ·fail in
their college courses or who withdraw from college will also have
the privilege of taking the Aviation
examination. Applicants who fail
to qualify in this test will be ordered to active duLy as Apprentice
Seamen.
Deck or Engineering Officers
Those who qualify in the classmcation test and do not volunteer

•
for Aviation will be selected for
training to be Deck or Engineer•
ing Officers. In that case, you will
continue your college program
until you receive your bachelor's
degree, provided you maintain the
established university standards.
Those whose grades are not high
enough to qualify them for Deck
or Engineering Officer training
will be permitted to finish their
second calendar year of college.
After this, they will be ordered
to duty as Apprentice Seamen,
but because of their college training, they will have a better chance
for rapid advancement. At any
time, 1f a student should fail in
his college courses, he may be
ordered to active duty as an
Apprentice Seaman.
Pay starts with active duty.
It's a real challenge! It's a real
opportunity! Make every minute
count by doing something about
this new Navy plan today.

DON'T WAIT .... ACT TODAY
1. Take this announcement to the Dean of your college.

2. Or go to the nearest Navy Recruiting Station.

.

3. Or mail coupon below for

FREE BOOK

giving full details.

----~--~~----------------------------------------~-------------------------2
U.S. Navy Recruiting Bureau, Div. V-1
30th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Prospect Level

Please send me your free book on the Navy Officer training plan for college
freshmen and sophOillOtes. I am a studenl· 0, a parent of a student 0 who
..,.__ _ _ years old attending
,College at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'iZHIGBEE

~

lVame _________________,___________________

•

~----

•

Addr~--------------------------~----------------

Cuy&Sww! _______________________~~~------------------
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(Continued from page 1)
is the presentation of two songs by the
Glee Club quartet composed of Michael
Zannoni, Robert Politi, Frank Greicius,
and Paul Vincent. The group has sung
at many of the academies and high
schools of Greater Cleveland the past
two years.

McCormick Wins
Oration Contest

S I~NIOR

Edward J. McCormick, a sophomore
from Toledo, Ohio, was the surprise

JUNIOR
GUILDS

winner of the senior oratorical contest
-surprise in that ho was competing
with two seniors and three juniors.
On Tuesday, May 5, at 8 p.m., the
The affair was held in the Assembly
room at Hotel Hollenden, Wednesday Junior Guild held a very successful
Responsible to a great degree for the
Dessert Bridge in the Assembly Room
night.
success of the forthcoming concert is
of Ho·tel Hollen.den, the proceeds of
Father Frank Murphy, S. J., moderat~r
McCormick spoke on "Is There a Con· which were used to purchase War
of the Glee Club. It is largely through nection between Education and Free·
Bonds .. Chairman Julia Leary was assist;..
his guidance that the various com- dom?"
ed by Misses Helen McGregor, Elynor
mittees of the Glee Club are able to
William Lennon of Chicago and John Hug, Helen Gallagher, Rut h Beas,
function so efficiently.
V. Corrigan of Cleveland, seniors; Russ Dolores Long, and Betty Bropson.
Tickets which will go on sale Monday
are priced at .55, .85 and $1.10. An unusual feature this year will be the twofor-one plan which the Glee Club has
devised. This plan makes it possible for
a student buying one ticket to receive
the ticket for the adjoining seat at no
1rhe Glee Club bas reached the
extra cost.
5el'lrli-finals of the Fred Waring
Nationwide Glee Club Contest.
Surface wounds other than fresh
Th1e finalists in the contest recei·ve an expense-free trip to New
compound fractures, if they may be reYo1rk in order to compete in a
garded as fresh, are treated as follows:
tw1>-day finale at Carnegie Hall.
cleansing with mild antiseptics, introduction of sulfanilamide powder; and
the applications of sulfathiazole ointment under a sterile dressing. For nonextensive first and second degree burns
after the application of tannic acid and
cleansing sulfanilamide may be sprayed
over the burned area before the application of tannic gel. More recently,
Edward MoCormick
after cleansing and primary application
(Photo courtesy Plain Dealer)
(Above) Miss Janet Haley, popular Cleveland soprano, is one of the three
UNIT EO
of tannic acid, sulfanilamide and the Faist, and Thomas Dunnigan of Clevefeature soloists in the program which will be presented by the Glee Club at
STATES
recently discoverd burn spray called land, and Mitchell Shaker of Niles,
Severance Hall, May 17. (see main story, page oru;. Photo courtesy Irishtripple dye are applied in alternate lay- were the other finalists.
EFEN
American.)
ers. From the records of a local indusNo other placements were rendered

Lasi: Minui:e
Ne,ws Flash

BUY,

.

trial medical dispensary (of which the

Scien ce N otes

aul:.bor is medical at.tendant-Ed. ) we
cite a study of 240 fresh lacerations and

By Irvin Blose
1'b.e newest mel:.hod ot treating fracture and open wounds is an outgrowth
of Army surgery during the present
World War. To any one remotely interested in any branch of medicine,
the names of the sulfa-drug family are
sounds of beneficient magic. The rise
of these compounds to the foreground
in the prevention of infection has been
rapid ; and almost miraculous in its
effectiveness. The term sulfanilamide
is used here and after as meaning 4 '~'•
of the sulfanilamide drug compounded
with an easily absorbed powder base.
Sulfathiazole is to mean 4 r. sulfathiazole drug, compounded with an easily
absorbed hydrocarbon.
In the days before the war and sulfanilamide, compound fractures were
treated as wounds which should be
healed from the bone-shaft peripherally-that is, in one direction only. The
wound caused by the displacement of
the fractured bone, or some exterio~
force, was cleansed meticulously wi~h
strong anticeptics and packed with sterile gauze, thus prohibiting the healing
of the wound except from the inner
surface. A cast was applied, with provisions made for drainage of the wound.
By this method, however aspetic the
technique, the incidence of infectiol'l
was rather high. The use of strong an ·
tiscptics, while they removed the pri.
mary source of infection, more often
than not caused cellular destruction in
the exposed tissue, thereby offering a
new germ site.
With the advent of sulfanilamide rather radical treatment of
surface
wounds and of fresh compound fractures was introduced. With this method, the treat~ent of compound frac·
tures is as follows: The wound is cleansed of sueh foreign bodies as may be
removed without great displacement of
the surrounding tissue. Strong antiseptics are not introduced into the
wound although they are used to asep·
lize the skin around the macerated
tissue. Then sulfanilamide powder is

introduced, usually sprayed, over the
injured tissue, and immediate closure
of the wound is brought about. Ten·
dons and muscles are sutured with absorbable ligatures, and the peri,>heral
surfaces of the sound approximated
with dermal sutures which can be removed upon healing of the wound.
It might be well to mention that in
the permanent reduction of fractures
where the bone is shattered or fragmentated, that internal fraction by
means of the new low-electrolytic-metallic compound, Vitallium, which is so
compatible with skin and tissue that it
may be inserted along the shaft of the
bone, can be applied. This method reduces the period of inctivity of the patient by one-third. The ridge of bone
tissue formed by the undisturbed fragments of bone results in a healing of
the bone shaft without shortening or
deformity.
This treatment of internal fraction
and immediate closure of the wound is
practiced only on fresh compound fractures. that is those wounds r~;:edvhg
medical attention within approximately
twelve hours after the injury. After
this period, there is likelihood that infection will be permanently established
and since sulfanilamide and sulfathiazole are regarded only as bacteriostatic
rather than bacterio-pathic, other
means must be used to overcome the
infection already started.

ALLIANCE
PRINTING
C0 1UPANY
Advertisers &

Publish~

Michigan 6572

6964 BROADWAY

by the judges. The reason for this is
believed to be in the fact that this

minor first and second degree burns. year's orations were of such exceptioor this number, 125 were minor lace- nally high caliber that it was too ditfi.
rations and 115 of them received r;ulfanilamide-sulfathiazole treatment with
no incidence of infections. Of the roc·
maini.ng ten who did not receive sul·
fanilamide treatment, two resulted in
infection. Of the 115 burn cases reported receiving the above treatment, there
was no case of infection reported.

cult to do much more than choose the
winner.

THE MAY CO.
STORE HOURS SATURDAY : 10:00 A. M. TO 6 p_ M.
We Give and Redeem Eag le Stamps

Gabard in e
DENTISTRY
IS NOT
OVERCROWDED

Suii: s

Dentistry is the only profession that is decreasing in

personnel.
More dentists ore presently need·
ed for the Army and Navy.
More den tists are likewise need-

ed fo r civllion service, since a
greater proportion of the public

is rapidly being educated to thct
importance of dental services.
Two years of pre-dental college
studies ore required for admission including: inorganic chemistry (8 sem. hrs.), organic

chemistry (4 sem. hrs.). p~y s ics
(8 sem . hrs.), and biology or
zoolo9y {8 som. hrs.) . No conditions on odmi.ssion are allowed.
Pre-dental students who will qual-

Smart dressers .are now buying their new gabardine suits
for Summer. Mix the gabardine coat with sport trousers or the gabardine trousers
with a sport coat and you
have two additional handsome

ify by June o r by Sep tember ore
odv iled to ap ply for admission

Summer outfits. Single and

im med ia tely. Freshmen will bo·
gin their dental studies in an
occoleratcd program on Septem-

double - breasted models in

ber 25, 1942.
Wr ite

for

particulars

to

Secretary of tho Dental School.

MARQUETTE
UNIVERSITY
Jllihvaukee

beautiful shades of tan, brown

The

and Teal blue. Interesting selection at $35, $40, $45.

SOCIETY BRAND

$50

Fine Quality Gabardine Suits
The May Co. . . Second Floor
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Official Union Roll
The official roll of the membership
of the 1942-43 executive council com-

prises the following men. The officers
~

John V. Corrigan, president, (Oratorical Society)
Mitchell Shaker, vice-president,

(LTS)

James Mayer, secretary, ('45 class
prexy)

Al Francesconi, treasurer, (44 class

prexy)
The rest include:
Robert C. Ennen, Classical club.
*CliH Duffner, ( ? ) , Spanish club.
Jerome P. Sullivan, Sodality.
Joe Stolla, football manager.
Bill Dwyer, French club.
Vance Fitzgerald, Scientific Academy.
Bob Wolf, band.
Bruce Thompson, glee club.
Ted Saker, Carroll News.
Bob Cleary, '43 prexy.
Bernard Brysh, '43 vice-president.
Ray Hodous, '43 secretary.
Jerry Higgins, '44 vice-prexy.
Ray Conroy, '44 secretary.
Jack Moran, '45 vice-preJ..-y.
Vic Walsh, '45 secretary.
*Duffner may not retain this position
due to heavy schedule.

'l~he

f

NOW_FOR COLLEGE MEN_A NEW
OFFICERS' TRAINING PLAN
*New Deterred Service Plan Allows You to Continue Your Education

Mili.O l·ity

Repo•·ts
By J . Emmett Quinn
On Post-War Prosperity

What's all the shouting about? Hall
of the people that the minority has
more worried about
what kind of a world we live in after
we win the war, and not enough are
worried about actually winning the
war.
That's where the Minority differs.
You see, we aren't worried about either

spoken to are

winning the war or about the life that
will follow the war.
They tell us that there will be a gigantic depression. But we think instead that there will in all probability

be a period of prosperity, the equal of
which has never been seen by the
American people.
In the first pl~ce, with all the steel
going into war and defense production,
the people will have to use lumber for
all their construction. This will mean
that a larger number of lumberjacks
will necessarily be employed. With the
increase in lumberjacks, there will necessarily be an increase in the wheat
production to provide pancake flour for
all these men, and the farmers would
have prosperity.
Dairy men would feel the increased
demand for butter and the maple forests of the New England states would
be taxed to the limit of their production, to supply maple syrup.
The increased use of lumber would
mean shipping by rail, since trucks
would have no rubber tires.
With the return of the railroad to
importance would be the opening of
marginal coal mines to supply the power for rail transportation.
The increased use of railroads would
mean the greater employment of laborers as track hands and shop workers.
There would be an increase in the
manufacturing of signal equipment and
all those allied trades.
All these newly-employed people
greatly increase the purchasing power
of the American public. This increase
of consumption would force an expansion of those businesses that are not
directly connected with manufacturing.
And an enduring prosperity would be
existing in the United States.
The only drawback to the minority's
plAn is, that sooner or later, we'll run
out of lumber.

In the skies over America the mightiest air fleet in the history of the
world is mobilizing for victory!

Three Enlistment Plans
for College Men

So fast is it growing that there is a
place here- an urgent need herefor every college man in America who
can qualify for Officer's Training.

Juniors-Sophomores-Freshmen
May Continue Their Education

The U.S. Army Air Forces need
Flying Officers and Ground Crew
Officers. And many of them must
come from the ranks of today's college students -men who make their

plans now for the necessary Aviation

1. A new plan allows Juniors,
Sophomores and Freshmen, aged
18 to 26, inclusive, to enlist in the
Air Force Enlisted Reserve and
continue their schooling, provided they maintain satisfactory
scholastic standings.
All College Men May Enlist

for Immediate

~ervice

Cadet training.

2. All college students may enlist

Thanks to a newly created Air
Force Reserve plan, men of all classes
-aged 18 to 26, inclusive- can en·

as privates in the Army Air Forces
(unassigned) and serve there until their turns come for Aviation
Cadet training.

list for immediate service or continue

3. All college students may enlist

the scholastic work required for
graduation before being called to
active duty.
You must meet the requirements
for physical fitness, of course. In
addition, you take a new simplified
test to determine your ability to grasp
the training. A college man should
pass it easily.

$75 A MONTH DURING
TRAINING
Those accepted who wish immediate
duty will go into training as rapidly
as facilities permit. As an Aviation
Cadet, you are paid $75 a month,
with sub6istence, quarters, medical
care, uniforms, equipment.

In 8 months you can win an officer's commission as a bombardier,
navigator or pilot- and be well
started on your way to serve America
and advance yourself in aviation.

in the Air Force Enlisted Reserve
and wait until ordered to report
for Aviation Cadet training.
Upon graduation or withdrawal
from college, men will be assigned
to active duty at a training center
as facilities become available.
If the necessity of war demands,
the deferred status in the Army
Reserve may be terminated at any
time by the Secretary of War.
The new Army Air Force Enlisted lie•
se rve Plan Is port of on over-all Army
Enlisted Reserve Corps program shortly
to be announced. This program will
provide opportunities for college men
to enlist in other branches of the Army
on a d eferred basis and fo continue
their- education through graduation If
a satisfactory standard of work Is
maintained. In case of nece ssity the
Secretory of War shall determine when
they mQy be coiled to active duty.
It Is understood that 111en so enlisted
will hove the opportunity of competing
for vacancies In officer's candidate
schools.
This plan ltos been approved In the
belief that continuance of education
will develop capacities for leaders.ip.
(Reserve "nlhtm.,nt will not alter
regulations regarding established
R.O.T.C . plans.)

MANY BRANCHES OF SERVICE
There are also commissions awarded

in ground crew service. College men
particularly will be interested in the
requirements for Armaments, Communications, Engineering, Meteorology, Photography. If you have engineering experience your chances of
getting a commission are excellent.

As a Second Lieutenant on active
duty with the Army Air Forces, your
\?ay nn<&es f1:om *1~3 t.o ~'2AS a.

month.
ACT AT ONCE

If you want to fight for America, this
is where your blows will count.

If you want the best training in the
world, and years of solid achievement in aviation- the great career
field of the future- this is where
you belong. Your place is her~in
the Army Air Forces.
If you plan to enlist immediately,
start getting your necessary papers
ready for the Aviation Cadet Examining Board when it meets in your
locality. For complete information,
see your Faculty Air Force Advisor.
You can take your mental and physical examinations the same day you
apply. Get further information now.
NOTE: If rou wish to enlist and are
under 21, you will need your parentr or
gttardian's consent. Birth certificates ttnd
three letters of recommendation will be
required of all applicants. Obtain the
forms ttm/ send them home
today--you can then complete your enlistment be·
fore any /hiation Cadet
Examining Board.

SEE YOUR FACULTY AIR FORCE ADVISOR FOR FULL INFORMATION
(Or Apply to Your Local Recruiting and Induction Station)
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING AND INDUCTION STATION Old P.O. Bldg., Cleve!~ . Ohio
Ot h er Army Recruiting and Induction Stations a re in the followin g c1t1es:
Columbus Akron
Toledo
Cincinnati Dayton Portsmouth
AVIATION CADET EXAMINING BOARD: -Cleveland, Ohio. Other Aviation Cadet Boards are in the following cities: Canton, Cincinnati, Portsmouth, Toledo

*
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TENNIS TEAM

GRID BATTLE

GOOD RECORD

ENDS IN TIE

From
This
Corner
By Sam Calandra and Ed Kipfstuhl

In the process of loolcing for
a subject for this column we ran
across another wordy attack on
Ted Williams by one of the deans
of the Cleveland sports reporters, and we think that it dereves
a bit of attention.
First of all we thought that the criticism which Williams
was getting
would end with the beginning of the
regular baseball season, bu it appears
that certain prominent writers want
to continue it even if it may ruin the
career of one of the greatest hitters
of all time.
In this column which particularly
aroused our attention it was stated that
it was an amazing thing to see so many
people cheering a man who had asked
to be deferred from entering into military service when they should be looking down on him.
Where's Our Sportmanship?
These ideas amazed us because we
always believed in fair play. We believe in letting a man show his ability,
and not in condemn,ing him before he
is given a chance to prove himself. Besides this practically anyone who reads
the daily papers knows that the lanky
Boston slugger has been the target for
a barrage of critism from the nation's
sports men, and maybe this has inf!uenced the fans to cheer him so that he
will know that some people are for
him.
We hope that in the future these
men who earn their money by reporting on the sport which he plays will
stick to reporting the hits that he
makes and forget their idea of trying
to make him a goat in the eyes of the
baseball public.
That fight show that Herb Bee put
on was a real treat, and all who !Ittended had a great time. The headliner between Jerry Higgins and Bill
Ennen was a swell battle and it topped
off eight good bouts. Surprise of the
show was footballer Al Francesconi who
showed amazing form in flooring Pete
Corrigan.
Good Athletic Season
... ~Now that the school year is drawing
toward its close, it may be appropriate
to give a brief summarization of the
athletic year at Carroll. The football
and basketball seasons proved a bit disappointing as far as the won and lost
record was concerned. But both squads
weren't as bad as their records seem
to ind.icate. The tennis team is doing
very well and may finish the season
with carroll's best record in years.
Under Gene Oberst, the intramural
activities have flourished tremendously
Only one intramural basketball game
was cancelled and the entire schedule
was run off very well. Howeve, the
baseballseason is proving a minor failure since there are too many teams
and not enough players to go around.
Herb Bee's boxing show was very successful and one of the bestall-around
shows ever held at Carroll. With the
addition of mats and other new equipment the physical education courses
have bee far more successful than
other years.
Continued on page 7

T ratters Regain IM Lead
As Season Nears Close
As the Intramural baseball season nears its end it appears that the Harlem
Globe Trotters will again retain the championship which they won last year.
The champs stamped themselves as favorites to repeat when they swamped
the Bronx Steppers 15 to 5, and then went on to take the Woogies into camp
7 to 2 in a game which had to be replayed after the original game was protested.
Leading the Trotters in their drive
for the Gold League title are Tom Kelley, Jack Leslie, Ed Posipanka and
Scaccutto. The pitching of Kelley and
Leslie has been especially impressive
in the first three games, while the hitA Carroll tennis squad built around
ting of the other two and Ray Knapp
has made the pitching task much eas- four veterans and two newcomers has
compiled a surprising record of four
·r.
wins and two defeats. Since the team
Also undefeated in the Gold League
started out with very little practice,
are the Locker Roden~. They are the
not much was expected of it, but they
dark horse of the league, and at the
have developed into a well - rounded
start of the season no one expected
outfit with a fine chance of ending the
that they would be near the top at the
finish. Howeve, this did not stop them
and behind the great pitching of Chuck
l'iazza who has allowed but two hits
in three games they have matched the
champs win for win. Thus it appears
that when the season ends the two
teams will still be tied for the league
lead.

Thompson Leads Ne~
Squad In Early Wins

The championship of the Blue league
is just as much in doubt as that of the
other for no one team has shown itself supreme, and at this time there
are several teams tied for the lead.
Thus it appears that before any championship game will be played there will
have to be playoffs in each division to
determine the representatives in the Bruce Thompson · · · Consistent Winner
finals.
season with the best record ever compiled by a Carroll court squad.
After opening the seli.Son with their

Ora Tl't ''-reatens
I n
1
Strea K· Grt·aa~
_I - 1ers

McGraw, Yanke' St:ar

Grid Bat:t:le Ends in 6-6 Tie
'I\vo well-balanced squads battled for almost two hours yesterday on a heavy
muddy field in a game that ended in a 6-6 tie. Al Piccuta's Blue eleven and
Phil McGrath's Gold squad struggled before a small group of chilled spectators
Gene Oberst and Tony Yonto were coaches of the Blue and Gold respectively.
Bud McGraw, quarterback for th£
Green squad, scored as he spun OV(: I'
from the six yard line to go ovo.·
standing up. Bob Yanke, hard -runruug
right half, got the six points for the
Gold squad as he caiught a well-ai.ned
ra~ s from quarterback Al Frances£.oru
McGraw Scores From 6

Bill Dowling . . . Captain
The undefeated Yeomen swept through
ihe matches without losing a set.
Fenn fell before the Streaks 6-3, but
Kent State was too strong in the
singles and took the match 5-3. Winning all but one single match, the Blue
and Gold downed the Akron Zippers
6-3 at Moreland Courts. Then they won
their second straight from B. W., 7-2,

---------------------------------------------

Francesconi Scores Only KO
In Annual Boxing Tourney

The first effects of the national emergency will be felt at
Carroll by the football team.Up
till now Fred Fanelly, basketBy Joe Sedlak
On Friday, April 25, John Carroll's gym was turned into a
ball star, and Frank Gaul, assistant football coach, have been the Madison Square Garden which was jammed by seven hundred exO?lY ones affected. But by the cited fans including scores of celebrities. boxing officials and
f1me September rol.ls. arou.nd at newspapermen, who witnessed a star-studded, well matched show
east 5 or 6 promismggridders under the direction of Herb Bee.
will be wea:ing the khaki of
A two match wrestling show un- supporters, the boys from Bellfaire, who
Uncle Sam mstead of the Blue der the direction of Lenny Reichelt cheered him on to victory in a close
and Gold of Carroll.
preceeded the boxing card. Ralph Dittoe battle with Jack Whelan.

I

I

I

I

A 40 yd. punt by Joe Meere, who
sta. 1 co througout the game at the left
pr.lf !>lot for Obe rst's squad, set th e
Gold team back to its own goal line
On the first down a Gold fumble was
recovered by Tom Kennedy on the
Gold 23. Plunges by Kennedy and
Meere and a five yard pass from McGrath to McGraw were good for a firs
down on the 12. On a reverse, Kennedy
hammered his way for nine to the 4 ,
then McGrath made a first down on
the 2 yard line. Kennedy was stopped
on the first try. Then McGraw got thE'
pass direct from center, stopped momental·ily, and spun directly through
the center slot to go over.
60 Yards In 4 Plays
On the seventh play of the second

as they swept all three doubles match- h a If , th e G o ld t earn evene d the score.

es.
Bruce Thompson and Jack Miller
have compiled the best record among
the tennisters. Thompson has won 5
of his single matches and has teamed
with Dick Moriarity for the same record in the doubles. Miller has won 4
6-3 triumph over B. w.. the tennisters of his 5 matches and with Bill Dowling
lost to a powerful Oberlin squad 9-0. has the same record in the doubles.

Of the 33 man squad two are in the pinned Ed King at 22 seconds of the
Mamie Reserves, two in the Navy v-7 · second period and Fred Bargmann and
program, 11 have registered for select- Mike Sweeney grunted and groaned
ive service and 18 have not registered. for eight minutes in their closely conUnless a great emergency arises, Cap- tested match with Mike Sweeney re·
tain-elect Al Piccuta and Phil McGrath ceiving the decision on points, 8 to 5.
both fullbacks, who are in v-7, will
Jack (Rabbit ) Smith and Tony Sparnot be called before they complete
·
to th
· th f t b t
their coli e course. Th
aCino came. ge er ~~
e rrs
ou
eg
e same holds of the evenmg and chnstened the show
true for guard Jack Scaccuto and quar-j with a generous flow of red and white
terback Bud McGraw who were accept- · corpusc1es. S m1"th un1 eas b e d a WIC
· k ed
~ for the Marine Officer's Training left in the second and third rounds
rps.
which enabled him to take the decision
Among others who have registered, on points. The second fight of the evesev:n e:>..-pect to be call.ed pr.tty soon, ning featured Jack Gallagher and Jack
whii the others have fall'ly high num- Mahoney who mixed it up so much in
hers and may not be called for some the first and second rounds that in the
time. Tom Kelley, stel~ar right end, and third fray, instead of fighting, both
Bob Yanke, rugged Tight half, are the fighters said, "I'm breathless." Galonly regulars who will probably leave lagher got the decision. John Farley
during the summer. Jerry Higgins, spi- and Bob Ennen staged a real old
rited little sub center, and Lenny Rei- fashioned slug fest in which Ennen apchelt, 200 lb. tackle, also expect to peared to be the more aggressive. Farleave Several very promising freshmen, ley however held up the tradition of
including Ben Barber, Jack Connors, the Irish and staged a very game and
Jack Smith and Mike Sweeney, may courageous stand by fighting back
not be back in September. Pretty safe when his finish seemed evident. Ennen
because of their high numbers are Ang received the nod of the judges on a
Consolo, Jack Moran and Bob Obringer. slight edge of points. Jack Moran had
Continued on page 7
the gallery filled with his staunch

As

Tbe fifth bout brought together
"Knockout" Kiedio and Zeke Zieno two
power boxers who swung so hard that
there were three double knockdowns
( pulldowns ) with Kiedio pulling Zieno
down to the floor or vice versa. Zieno
finally received the decision after Kiedio had been named the winner on a
mistake in the reading of the decision.
Pizon Consolo and Tommy Kennedy
exchanged plenty of leather in a well
fought fight that exhibited some clever
boxing and unveiled the wicked left of
Kennedy. Kennedy was the victor. The
seventh fray on the card involved the
pugilists Francesconi and Corrigan, and
brought about the first knockout of
the evening with Pete Corrigan listening to the symphony of the birds. For
Corrigan the music began at 1:36 of the
second round, and was prompted by a
vicious right cross. Ollie Downs the
referee showed his mathmatical skill
by counting from one to ten and Francesconi was proclaimed the winner by
a knockout. Joe "Brunswick" Vender
performed the unexpected by fighting
it out and thus going the distance with
Jim Kilbane. Kilbane won on a slight
Continued on page 7

Traveling 60 yards in four magnificent
ly-executed plays, Yonto's squad swept
their opponents before them. After
downing a Blue punt on their own 40.
their first play was an attempted pass
from Francesconi to Connors, which
was knocked down by the alert Blue
secondary. Then Al Piccuta received
the ball from center, faded back and
passed to Francesconi who was surrounded by his teammates on th£.'
scrimmage line. With these blockers
clearing the way Al went 26 yards to
the Green 34. In two plays the White ~
scored.
Yanke Scores On Pass
Francesconi burst through the mid dle of the line for 15 yards. On the
next play the flashy Francesconi faded
back to his left and drilled a perfect
pass to Bob Yanke who had raced down
the right sidelines and into the end
zone.
This touchdovm play caused quite a
bit of friendly argument between Oberst and Yonto Oberst claimed that
the white-shirted Yanke had mingled
with his team's substitutes along the
cluttered side lines. Later on Bill
Dwyer, Green left end, hid among the
spectators who overflowed onto the
playing field and caught a flat pass
thrown by McGrath, but he couldn't
get past the Gold safetyman, Chuck
Co dol.
Soggy Field Handycaps Backs
Since they were handicapped by a
wet ball and a slippery field, the fleet
backs were not able to show their
wares to good advantage. Still Ben
Barber got off a few good runs, one of
30 yds., a long gallop along the sidelines. Joe Meere, Bob Yanke and Tom
Kennedy consistently made gains by
their hard running. Phil McGrath, back
at his old fullback spot, packs the extra
punch necessary for the fe\V yards
necessary for first downs. Mac bucked
the line with consistent success yesterday and may be the regular fullback
once the season gets under way. Exceptional, under the handicap of a
heavy ball, was the punting done by
Meere, McGraw, Codol and Barber.
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Boxing ...
Continued from page 6
edge of points; 60 to 58, as counted
by Eddie Pope, the official timur.
The feature bout of the evening
brought Jerry Higgins and Bill Ennen
together in the closest matched fight
of the card which was really close since
all contestants were well matched.
Higgins was able to stay away from
Ennen's right and thus won taking the
second round on points 20 to 19, and
the third 20 to 18.
Tony Veteran, Tom Lowry, Karl Estenik and Ollie Downs alternated as
the third man in the ring and Bill
Lennon was the tuxedo dressed announcer.

Draft ...

THE

ICC Sponsors Hop
To Benefit: Soldiers
The Carroll boys in the armed forces
of our country will benefit by the coming Inter-Collegiate Club dance. Friday,
May 15th, is the date and the Willow
·room of Notre Dame is the place. Members may enter the portals merely by
showing their membership card and
non-me mbers are cordially invited. Admission for them is .25.
Composing the committee is Martha
Moran of Ursuline, Helen Rambousek
from Notre Dame and Dan Vance of
Carroll.

Quot:at:ion ...
Posside sapientiam., quae melior est; et acquire prudentiwn,
quia pretiosior argento.
Possess thyself of wisdom, which
is better than gold; and obtain
pt-udence, for it is more precious
than silver.
--Quotation above oak doors in rear
of auditorium is taken from Prov. XVI,
16, and was translated by Richard J.
Huelsman with "no rights reserved."

Continued from page 6
Among the 18 who haven't registered
are eight who won't be 20 until 1943.
One varsity manJ Ed Ecker, and seven
frosh. Lou Candela, Chuck Codol, Jack
Corrigan, Paul Cioli, Jack Dorsey, Jim
Kilbane and Jim Mayer are the youngsters of the squad. Three or four of
these have shown well in practice and
will see plenty of action comes next
autumn.
Cleser to registration are 10 other
gridders who have either just turned
20 or will in the near future. Bill Dwye r, AI Francesconi, Bob Bergeron, Bob
Bixler, Tom Kennedy, Bill Leahy, Joe
Meere, Joe Moenich, Joe Vender and
Carroll's faculty, friends and students
Tom Whelan became of age too late suffered the loss of a dear friend this
to register in the last one.
week when Miss Ida Grasselli passed
away a t her home in Shaker Heights.
Miss Grasselli, along with h er two
sisters and brother, was responsible
for the largest single donation to the
Continued from page 6
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Who's Who at: Carroll
Kenneth Fitzgerald
Kenny Fitzgerald is a typical son of
the convention city. He's been attending conventions here in Cleveland and
elsewhere since grade school and his
sociology major indicates continued
activity along this same line.
On April 28, 1921 Ken was born in
Lakewood. He was a seven year man
in grammar school. His flair for the
social became evident at Cathedral
Latin. At the convention of the Catholic Student Mission Crusade in Dubuque, he represented his school and
was chairman of the CSMC convention
here in Cleveland the following year.
He was otherwise active in the sodality
and in the debate society.

lights of his sodality career. As a debater he was elected secretary of the
arganization in his junior year.As secretary he managed the North Eastern
Ohio Tournament held here at Carroll
and also represented Carroll on a trip
through Westem New York State. This
year he led the Carroll delegation to
the Ohio State Legislative Assembly for
colleges. The Carroll float in the War
Bond Parade was also Kenny's work.

It is not surprising that Kenny turned
out to be a sociology major at Carroll.
His extra-curricular work in college was
pointed along these same lines. As a
reporter on the paper, he spent two
years working up to feature editor in
his Junior year. In his junior year he
became vice-prexy of the sodality and
was elected Prexy in his senior year.
The junior sodality dance and the annual Xmas basket drives were the high-

Kenny has nearly completed his
course at Carroll and his fine work here
has been rewarded with an alternate
fellowship to The Catholic University
of America. Whether the nation may
need Kenny or whether he will complete his work in sociology we would,
with a consideration of his work at
Carroll, vote him most li.kly to succeed
in whatever the future has in store
for him.

Miss Ida Grasselli,
JCU Benefad:ress,
Succumbs Tuesday

The Intercollegiate Sociology club,
the Clementine club, the Youth Round
table, The Conference of Christians and
Jews, and the C.A. group here are several of the groups which he finds time
for. With all of his work here Kenny
has put him self through college.

Kenneth Fitzgerald

Apology.
An apology must be offered to sophs
Frank Savage and Michael Zilko for
the omission of their names from the
story of the LTS play in the last issue
of the paper.
Frank and "Mike" were invaluable
to the production as combination
prompters and propmen. T. R. S.

*

• at
The Teleplione IS
the Fighting Front

From This Corner

Things that shouldn't have happened,
but did. .. Although the fistic festival
was a complete success, both financially
and otherwise there were a few minor
disagreeable points which could have
been easily cleared up. First of allthe checking off of each patron as he
entered the gymnasium to ascertain
whether the ticket had been fully accounted for was an action which accomplished nothing and incurred the
ill-will of many who had to wait . . .
Although it is well and good to reserve
special ringside seats for the honored
guests expected, those empty chairs
waiting for Messers. Speaker, Bang,
Gibbons et al did look rather silly. . .
Bits about the bouts . . . Jackie Gallagher standing in the middle of the
ring and laughing for no apparent reason-he wasn't punch drunk either. . .
Tom Kennedy never changing his fa·
cia! expression. . . Don Zeno throwing
out the best left jabs se~n all .tvening.
MISS IDA H. GRASSELLI
... AI Francesconi looking more like a
(Photo:
Courtesy of Plain Dealer )
pro fighter than anyone else.
Ollie
Carroll
Building
Fund which is resDowns, one of the refs who has developed many fine amateur stars, ponsible for the construction of the
seems to think so, too. Francesconi will new buildings on the b,eights. The gift
soon fight under the Downs A. C. ban· amounted to $110,000 and was suffiner ... The heavyweight match was un- cient to construct the tower and the
library, both of which are named after
usually fast.
members of the Grasselli family.
Father Edmund C. Horne, S. J., president of the university and Father
Benedict J. Rodman, S. J. , who was
president of Carroll during the years
of construction, and who is now pastor
The Carroll Radio Club under the of Gesu church, attended the funeral
direction of Father William F. Ryan, which was held at St. Ann's church
S . J., will present a play entitled "Sat- Wednesday morning.
urday Supplement" on the regular
radio program tomorrow at one. Mitch
Call .• FAIRMOUNT 6100
Shaker will play the role of Neil, Miss
Mary Frances Hogan of Notre Dame
College, Mary, and Ted Saker will be
in the role of Mr. Casey. Edward
Murkland is the author of the play.
The Glee Club, under the direction
of Dr. Louis L. Balogh, will appear on
tb.e final program in the series on May
16, 1942. A short play will be preSented
Warrensville Center Road
with M"ISs Felicia Cetkowski, of Notre
at Silsby Road
Dame College as the guest player.
Irvin Blose will also be in the play.

Hundred• of these portable F I old Telephones
are b,.ing supplied to
the United S?aies Slgnal

Radio Players
Offer Murk/and Play

C<> rps by Weste~n Electric
C'>m pony, metnufacturing
r·-nc't of t he &oil System .

O

N LAND, at sea and in the au, the telephone is
providing quick , sure communications to

America's armed forces on all fighting fronts. All
branches of the Bell System, including the Bell Laboratories, Western Electric plants and telephone companies

are working on a wartime basis to provide all types
of telephone service for the army, navy and air corps.
Many trained Ohio Bell telephone men are now in the

UNIVERSITY
HF.IGHTS
SERVICENTER

nation's service, doing their

hare to win the war.

TUNE IN "THE TElEPHONE HOUR" EVERY MONDAY EVENING AT 9 P.M. OVER WTAM, WlW AND WSPD

*
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Donnelly Report:s
on Carroll Union
The Carroll Union was formed ten
years ago as a liaison agency between
the student body and the administration. Its primary intent was to provide
a central authority to represent the
students, to foster activities, and generally to keep the student aware of
his college life.
The modest aims of the original Carroll Union have been so far surpassed
that today we could not reconcile it
with a mere liaison agency. To enumerate the activities of the Union is to recount, to some extent, nearly every
activity of the University. Its scope
h8.s become increasingly widened, its
prestige and power proportionately
stronger.
Having as its membership the three
leading officers of each class and the
head of each recognized scholastic organization, the Union numbers, in all,
twenty-two men of all classes and curricula. The very method of organization is insurance that the real leaders
of the campus are the members of the
Union. From this year's Senior Class,
for instance, the Union has, among

others: Bob Donnelly, President of the
Union, Vice-President of the St•nior
Class, and four-year humor columnist
of The Carroll News; Tony Yonto, VicePresident of the Union, Secretary of
the Senior Class and star football player; Frank Talty, Senior Class President
and basketball captain; Frank Honn,
straight A student and two year
Science Academy President; Frank
Greicius, Glee Club and Alpha Sigma
Nu President; and John McLaughlin,
honor man and Oratorical Prexy. Bob
Cleary and Edward O'Connor, Junior
and Sophomore Presidents, respectively
are Secretary and Treasurer of the
Union. Rev. William J. Murphy, S. J.,
genial Dean of Men, is the Faculty
Moderator.
Operating on a budget supplied by
one dollar a year from each student's
tuition, the governing body, as routine
matter, underwrites the individual class
dances, the annual Stunt Nite classic,
and, as its .grand climax, the annual
Senior Prom. The Union treasury provides for Masses whenever a death occurs in the family of a student or faculty member. The date for virtually
every University affair is cleared
through the Union. In this manner unnecessary conflicts -are avoided, and
unauthorized affairs are squelched.

CARROLL
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This year's Council has succeeded, in
one instance at least, where all of its
predecessors have failed. After extensive lobbying by Carroll Union officers,
the administration yielded to the agitation for a room which the students
might convert into suitable lounging
quarters. Desirably located in the basement corridor of the Administration
Building, the large room nevertheless
presented unfinished walls and ceiling,
and was devoid of furniture and fixtures.
Here the Carroll Union of 1941-2 undertook an untried venture, greater in
scope and responsibility than any task
a previous body had assumed. Entirely
a student function, relying on the diligence of the student body and the
effectiveness of the Union machinery,
a gigantic "dollar a ticket" raffle was
instituted. A $300 trip to the New Orleans Sugar Bowl classic was guaranteed the winner, with a 1000 ticket
limit on the number of sales for each
drawing. In a campaign lasting little
more than three weeks, the Union
raised approximately $1500-and ac-

struction Company completed its work
in the room. At a cost of $800, the
necessary sound-proof ceiling was installed, a beautiful six-foot knotty pine
wainscoting was applied to the lower
walls, and a bright oil paint finish administered to the upper walls. Handsome, semi-indirect lighting fixtures
adorn the ceiling.
With only $100 remaining in the
Lounge Room Fund after the necessary
rebuilding program, the Union is faced
with a furnishing problem. Another
$900 is required to furnish the Lounge
moderately well. Although this would
appear discouraging, Donnelly steadfastly maintains that the room originally envisioned will be a reality before his tenure as President expires.

I'LOWERS
FOR THAT IMPORTANT QANCE
--SEE--

JOE VENDER
CARROLL AGENT FOR

cording to its sales agreement, granted
two first prizes. With the $900 profit
as a start, the Union felt prepared to
let contracts for the work.
A few weeks ago, the Monroe Con-

His principal plan is a campaign among
the alumni for donations. In addition,
the forthcoming Intramural Boxi..Dg
program underwritten by the Carroll
Union, will benefit the Student Lounge
Fund, as well as the Bernet Hall Reception Room Fund.
Indicative of the spirit and intent of
the Executive Council was its appropriation, early this year, of the amount
necessary to provide a suitable binding
for the Journal of the Scientific Academy, a monthly publication devoted
to pertinent mathematical and scientific
discussions. The membership recognized
tho merit of the paper and generously agreed to provide an exterior
worthy of the Academy and the Uni·
versity.

BRUNSWICK
FAMOUS FOR QUALITY IN FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION

GA. 4800
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Golrick Leaves JCU
for Coast: Gaurd

There's satisfaction in knowing that the 6Y21
revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty
cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam

And Chesterfield's superior blend
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
has everything it takes to satisfy a
smoker. It gives you a smoke that is
definitely MILDER, far COOLER and lots
BETTER-TASTING. Get yourself a pack of
Chesterfields today.
Smoke the cigarette that SATISFIES.

Richard Golrick
Richard T. Golrick, former sophomore, will leave tomorrow to join the
ranks of the United States Coast Guard.
His leaving is paradoxical in that
one of his duties as copy editor of the
Carroll News was the w·riting of the
column Carroll men in the armed forces.
Previous to his latest position on the
staff, "Dick" was feature editor and
reporter.
Besides having the above named
positions on the Carroll News, Dick was
very active in seve~ activities while
at Carroll. He was a manager of athletics and was business manager of the
Little Theatre Society and the Glee
Club. He was well known and was a
conscientious supporter of the school's
activities.

CHESTERFIELDS follow the
flog. On every front you'll
find them giving our fighting men more pleasure with
their milder, better taste.
RUTH HAVILAND and

SUSAN ClARKE, of the
Women Flyers of America.
With the alert young women
flyers of America who ore
doing their part in the No-

FAIRMOUNT THEATRE
FAIRMOUNT BLVD. AT WARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD

FRIDAY- SATURDAY
May 8-9
Joel McCrea -

Veronica Lake in

"SULUVAN'S TRAVELS"
March of Time -

News -

Sunday - Monday May 10 - 11 -

Cartoon

Tuesday
12

Humphrey Bogart- Kaaren Verne
-in-

"ALL THROUGH
THE NIGHT''
Musical -

Cartoon -

WED. ONLY

News

MAY 13

Frank Morgan and Kathryn Grayson in

"VANISHING VIRGINIAN''
Cartoon -

Travelogue -

Musical

WITH MEN OF STEEL, building our ships
and tanks and planes, it's Chesterfield.
Everybody who smokes them likes them.
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